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1. Introduction
The NXP Semiconductor LPC32x0 32-bit microcontroller was designed for embedded
applications requiring high performance and low power consumption. The LPC32x0 is
based on the ARM926EJ-S CPU core and offers multiple boot options such as NAND
and NOR FLASH devices, SPI FLASH devices, or boot over UART. It also offers multiple
memory support options such as static memory devices, a 128 kB or 256 kB internal
IRAM, or SDRAM. Static memory, NOR FLASH, and SDRAM devices are handled by the
LCP32x0 External Memory Controller (EMC) and share the same external bus signals.
NAND FLASH devices and SPI FLASH devices are handled by the NAND bus signals or
the SPI bus signals.
In systems that use SDRAM and boot from NOR FLASH, an issue can occur on system
reset that will prevent the SDRAM devices from releasing the data bus. This will prevent
normal operation of NOR FLASH due to data bus contention and prevent the LPC32x0
from booting correctly. This issue does not impact NAND, SPI, or UART boot methods.
This application note will focus on a simple system design change to correctly restore
SDRAM operation to a high impedance bus state on reset so NOR FLASH will boot
correctly.

2. SDRAM and NOR boot issue description
This section provides an overview of EMC shared bus operation, SDRAM read and static
memory operations, and an explanation of the issue. The overview focuses on the
functionality specific to the issue and not the complete functionality of the associated
interfaces.

2.1 External Memory Controller
The EMC provides an interface and signaling for various external memory types such as
static volatile (RAM) and non-volatile (NOR FLASH) memories and SDRAM. The EMC
provides dedicated control signals for the static memory and the SDRAM interfaces, but
the address and data bus signals are shared between both memory types.
Because the address and data bus is shared for both memory types, only one memory
device can be accessed by the EMC at any time. When a device on the EMC bus is not
selected through its control signals, the data outputs for that device are required to be in
a high impedance state to prevent multiple devices from driving the shared data bus. If
the data bus is driven simultaneously by more than one device, it is in a state of bus
contention. When a bus is in contention, the data on that bus is no longer valid. The EMC
prevents bus contention issues by allowing only one device on the EMC to use the bus at
any one time.

2.1.1 Static memory operation on the EMC
Accesses to static memory require setting the appropriate signals on the address and
data busses (in the case of a write) and controlling the static memory control signals.
In a write operation (from the EMC), the data bus is driven along with the address bus
and control signals and the write signal is used to latch the data in the external static
memory device. The static memory device maintains its data bus in a high impedance
input state during a write. The EMC will release the data bus into a high impedance state
with the release of the control signals at the end of the write operation.
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In a read operation (to the EMC), only the address bus and control signals are driven
from the EMC. The EMC maintains a high impedance input state on the data bus and the
static memory device drives the data bus. The EMC will then de-assert the control
signals and the static memory device returns the data bus to a high impedance state.
Regardless of whether the operation is read or write, no other operations will occur on
the data bus until the read or write cycle is complete and the data bus has returned to a
high impedance state.

2.1.2 SDRAM data read operations on the EMC
SDRAM data operations are different than static memory data operations in that they
occur on a clock edge instead of a control signal state. For a SDRAM read operation, the
EMC controller provides a row and column address to the chip and then may read out
one or more data values on successive clocks. SDRAM data bursts across the data bus
with one data value being sent per clock cycle. If the clock is stopped or the clock enable
is de-asserted during this burst read operation, the SDRAM will maintain its current state
until the clocks are restored.
2.1.2.1 SDRAM state on system reset
If the SDRAM abruptly loses it clock during operation such as after a reset, it will
maintain the state it was in when the clock was lost. In the case of a read operation
where the SDRAM is driving the bus, the SDRAM device will continue to drive the bus
regardless of the other SDRAM pin states.
To clear the drive condition, the SDRAM device needs a few clocks with the SDRAM
clock enable signal active.

2.2 EMC SDRAM clock and clock enable states on reset
After LPC32x0 reset occurs, the LPC32x0 will generate a clock signal on the SDRAM
clock pin, but doesn’t assert the SDRAM clock enable. Without the clock enable, the
SDRAM will maintain its current state.

2.3 SDRAM/NOR FLASH data bus contention on reset
If the LPC32x0 is reset during an SDRAM access, the SDRAM clock and clock enable
will be immediately de-asserted. If the de-assertion occurs during the period of time the
SDRAM is driving the data bus, the SDRAM will hold that state until the next clock occurs
at the SDRAM clock input when the clock enable is active. However, the LCP32x0 won’t
deliver the clock and clock enables until software actually sets up the EMC state to do
this, so the SDRAM will remain in the data assertion state on the data bus while the
LPC32x0 tries to boot.
When the chip attempts to load boot code from NOR FLASH after reset, the correct
signals are asserted to the NOR FLASH device and the NOR FLASH device places its
data on the data bus. But if the SDRAM is still driving the bus, the NOR FLASH device
and SDRAM device are in contention and the data will not be read correctly into the
LPC32x0. In this situation, the LPC32x0 will fail to boot.
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3. Simple hardware workaround
A simple hardware workaround can be used to correct this condition. The workaround
circuit disables the LPC32x0 from driving the SDRAM clock enable signal and instead
pulls up the SDRAM clock enable signal during the LPC32x0 reset period. The LPC32x0
will begin clocking the SDRAM before the reset period ends. The assertion of the
SDRAM clock enable signal, along with normal SDRAM clocking provided by the EMC,
will allow the SDRAM device to clear its current state and release the data bus.
This will allow NOR boot to work correctly after reset. This will not effect any other
operation of the system using the LPC32x0.

3.1 Circuit workaround for SDRAM abrupt clock loss
The simple circuit shown below can be used to clear the SDRAM state at system reset.
This will not change the normal functioning of the LPC32x0 EMC or SDRAM operations.
If SDRAM devices are also present on the 2nd SDRAM chip select, a similar circuit will be
needed for those devices using EMC_CKE1.

Fig 1.

Circuit workaround

3.2 Use of alternate boot methods
Since this issue only occurs with NOR FLASH, using one of the other boot methods is a
good workaround for the issue. If NOR FLASH is a requirement, one of the other boot
methods can still be used to clear the SDRAM bus contention state in software and then
transferring control to the code in NOR FLASH. This requires a small program in NAND
or SPI FLASH to clear the SDRAM drive state by enabling the SDRAM clock and clock
enable, wait for a few SDRAM clock cycles, and then jumping to the code in NOR
FLASH.
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4. Legal information
4.1 Definitions
Draft — The document is a draft version only. The content is still under
internal review and subject to formal approval, which may result in
modifications or additions. NXP Semiconductors does not give any
representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of
information included herein and shall have no liability for the consequences
of use of such information.

4.2 Disclaimers
Limited warranty and liability — Information in this document is believed to
be accurate and reliable. However, NXP Semiconductors does not give any
representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information and shall have no liability for the
consequences of use of such information.

space or life support equipment, nor in applications where failure or
malfunction of a NXP Semiconductors product can reasonably be expected
to result in personal injury, death or severe property or environmental
damage. NXP Semiconductors accepts no liability for inclusion and/or use of
NXP Semiconductors products in such equipment or applications and
therefore such inclusion and/or use is at the customer’s own risk.
Applications — Applications that are described herein for any of these
products are for illustrative purposes only. NXP Semiconductors makes no
representation or warranty that such applications will be suitable for the
specified use without further testing or modification.
NXP Semiconductors does not accept any liability related to any default,
damage, costs or problem which is based on a weakness or default in the
customer application/use or the application/use of customer’s third party
customer(s) (hereinafter both referred to as “Application”). It is customer’s
sole responsibility to check whether the NXP Semiconductors product is
suitable and fit for the Application planned. Customer has to do all necessary
testing for the Application in order to avoid a default of the Application and
the product. NXP Semiconductors does not accept any liability in this
respect.

In no event shall NXP Semiconductors be liable for any indirect, incidental,
punitive, special or consequential damages (including - without limitation lost profits, lost savings, business interruption, costs related to the removal
or replacement of any products or rework charges) whether or not such
damages are based on tort (including negligence), warranty, breach of
contract or any other legal theory.

Export control — This document as well as the item(s) described herein
may be subject to export control regulations. Export might require a prior
authorization from national authorities.

Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason
whatsoever, NXP Semiconductors’ aggregate and cumulative liability
towards customer for the products described herein shall be limited in
accordance with the Terms and conditions of commercial sale of NXP
Semiconductors.

Notice: All referenced brands, product names, service names and
trademarks are property of their respective owners.

4.3 Trademarks

Right to make changes — NXP Semiconductors reserves the right to make
changes to information published in this document, including without
limitation specifications and product descriptions, at any time and without
notice. This document supersedes and replaces all information supplied prior
to the publication hereof.
Suitability for use — NXP Semiconductors products are not designed,
authorized or warranted to be suitable for use in medical, military, aircraft,
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